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Abstract
AdaBoost is a popular and e%ective leveraging procedure for improving the hypotheses gen-
erated by weak learning algorithms. AdaBoost and many other leveraging algorithms can be
viewed as performing a constrained gradient descent over a potential function. At each iteration
the distribution over the sample given to the weak learner is proportional to the direction of
steepest descent. We introduce a new leveraging algorithm based on a natural potential func-
tion. For this potential function, the direction of steepest descent can have negative components.
Therefore, we provide two techniques for obtaining suitable distributions from these directions
of steepest descent. The resulting algorithms have bounds that are incomparable to AdaBoost’s.
The analysis suggests that our algorithm is likely to perform better than AdaBoost on noisy data
and with weak learners returning low con2dence hypotheses. Modest experiments con2rm that
our algorithm can perform better than AdaBoost in these situations. c© 2002 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Algorithms like AdaBoost [17] that are able to improve the hypotheses generated
by weak learning methods have great potential and practical bene2ts. In general, a
leveraging algorithm is any learning algorithm that creates its own hypotheses by
iteratively calling a black-box learning routine and combining the returned hypotheses.
Other examples of leveraging algorithms include Cascade Correlation [13], bagging [5],
arc-x4 [6–8], and LogitBoost [18].
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One class of leveraging algorithms uses the following template to construct master
hypotheses from a given sample (x1; y1); : : : (xm; ym).
The leveraging algorithm begins with a default master hypothesis H0 and then for
t=1; 2; : : : ; T it:
– Constructs a distribution Dt over the sample (as a function of the sample and
the current master hypothesis Ht−1, and possibly t).
– Trains a weak learner using distribution Dt over the sample to obtain a weak
hypothesis ht .
– Picks t and creates the new master hypothesis,
Ht =Ht−1 + tht .
This is essentially the adaptive re-weighting and combining (arcing) paradigm intro-
duced by Breiman [6–8] and the skeleton of AdaBoost and other boost-by-resampling
algorithms [14, 17, 35]. Although leveraging algorithms include arcing algorithms fol-
lowing this template, leveraging algorithms can be more general. In Section 4, we
introduce the GeoLev algorithm that changes the examples in the sample as well as
the distribution over them.
In this paper we consider 2-class classi2cation problems where each yi ∈{−1;+1}.
However, following Schapire and Singer [35], we allow the weak learner’s hypotheses
to be “con2dence rated”, mapping the domain X to the real numbers. The sign of
these numbers gives the predicted label, and the magnitude is a measure of con2dence.
The master hypotheses produced by the above template are interpreted in the same
way.
Our analysis focuses on how quickly the leveraging algorithm decreases the sample
error. In particular, we bound the number of iterations taken to achieve zero sample
error, and then relate this to the generalization error using standard results [38, 17].
Both the analysis and experiments indicate that our new algorithm may perform well
in noisy situations and when the weak learner has low con2dence on much of the
domain.
Given a sample (x1; y1); : : : ; (xm; ym), the margin of a hypothesis h on instance xi
is yih(xi) and the margin vector of h on the entire sample is the vector (y1h(x1); : : : ;
ynh(xn)). A hypothesis that correctly labels the sample has a margin vector whose
components are all positive. Focusing on these margin vectors provides a geometric
intuition about the leveraging problem.
In particular, a potential function on margin space can be used to guide the choices of
Dt and t in a leveraging algorithm. The distribution Dt is (proportional to) the direction
of steepest descent and t is the value that minimizes the potential of Ht−1 + tht .
Leveraging algorithms that behave in this way perform a feasible direction descent on
the potential function. An amortized analysis using the potential function can sometimes
be used to bound the number of iterations required to achieve zero sample error. These
potential functions, and their analysis, give insight into the strengths and weaknesses
of the associated leveraging algorithms.
Boosting algorithms have the property that they can convert weak PAC learning algo-
rithms into strong PAC learning algorithms. Although the theory behind the AdaBoost
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algorithm is very elegant, it leads to the somewhat intriguing result that minimizing
the normalization factor of a distribution will reduce the sample error [34, 35]. Our
search for a better understanding of how AdaBoost reduces the sample error led to
our geometric algorithms. Although our algorithms do not precisely 2t in this boosting
framework, our bounds can be related to those for AdaBoost. These bounds are incom-
parable to AdaBoost’s: our bounds are better when the weak hypotheses contain mostly
low-con2dence predictions, while AdaBoost’s are better when the weak hypotheses are
±1-valued.
The paper is organized as follows. We highlight the relationship between AdaBoost,
Arcing, and feasible direction methods for non-linear programming [27] in Section 2.
Related work is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 we use a natural potential function
to derive a new algorithm for leveraging weak learners, called GeoLev (for Geometric
Leveraging algorithm).
Section 5 uses our geometric interpretation to prove convergence bounds on the
GeoLev algorithm. These results bound the number of iterations taken by GeoLev
to achieve  classi2cation error on the training set in terms of the “quality” of the
base hypotheses returned by the weak learner. Our analysis leads us to examine new
measures of the quality of base hypotheses that favor “sparseness”. The performance
of AdaBoost and our new Geometric algorithms is then discussed in terms of these
new measures in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. Section 5.4 examines the generalization perfor-
mance of GeoLev. In Section 5.5 we relate our potential function to recent advances
in the theory of margins [36]. This relationship encourages us to believe that the new
algorithms may be tolerant to noise.
Section 6 relates our algorithms to the PAC learning framework. In Section 6.2 we
provide a general transformation that can be used to convert GeoLev into an arcing
algorithm with similar bounds that we call GeoArc.
Section 7 describes some modest experiments that validate our analysis. The new
algorithms appear a little more noise tolerant and perform better than AdaBoost when
the weak learners have low con2dence on much of their domain.
2. Leveraging learners
There are a wide variety of learning algorithms which are capable of returning
hypotheses that often have an edge over random guessing. Such hypotheses can be as
simple as decision stumps or as complicated as a large decision tree. The hypotheses
produced by Naive Bayes or the perceptron algorithm fall somewhere in between. Even
when the hypotheses are complicated, it may be possible to form a better prediction
rule by combining several of them. Leveraging algorithms seek to combine several base
hypotheses to produce a master hypothesis with small error. This concept of leveraging
is very general and includes cascade correlation [13], as well as more recent general
algorithms like Bagging [5], AdaBoost [17, 35], and Arcing [6–8], that produce a linear
combination of base hypotheses.
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In this paper, we concentrate on those leveraging algorithms that de2ne a potential
function on the margins of the examples and perform a gradient descent on this po-
tential. The behavior of these algorithms is related to feasible direction methods in
non-linear programming. Several existing algorithms can be re-interpreted in this way,
providing an intuitive explanation for their performance. Others have independently
discovered this connection between certain leveraging algorithms and gradient descent
[6, 8, 31, 18].
We now show how AdaBoost [17] can be interpreted as feasible direction gradient
descent [27] on a particular potential function. This leads one to a general framework
that generates new leveraging algorithms simply by changing the potential function.
This framework also provides a potential function that can be used for an amortized
analysis of the algorithms and so provide non-asymptotic bounds.
AdaBoost follows the general leveraging template in the introduction. We now con-
sider an arbitrary iteration and drop the time subscripts, using H for the master hy-
pothesis at the start, and H ′ for the master hypothesis at the end of the iteration. The
potential function associated with Schapire and Singer’s version of AdaBoost 1 [35] is
Pexp(H) =
m∑
i=1
exp(−yiH (xi)): (1)
On each iteration, AdaBoost normalizes the direction of steepest descent (the negative
gradient of Pexp(H) with respect to the margins, yiH (xi)) to produce its distribution
D(xi)∝ exp(−yiH (xi)) on the sample. The weight  of the new base hypothesis is
calculated to minimize the resulting potential
Pexp(H ′) =
m∑
i=1
exp(−yi(H (xi) + h(xi))): (2)
If weak hypothesis h is ±1-valued and the error = PrD[h(xi) =yi]¡ 12 then r=1−
2¿0 is the edge of h over random guessing. An equivalent expression for the edge
is r=
∑
i D(xi)yih(xi). If D is an unnormalized negative gradient vector and h is
the margin vector for hypotheses h (not necessarily restricted to [−1;+1]m) then we
have the more general expression for the edge: r=(D · h)=‖h‖∞‖D‖1. Note that r¿0
exactly when (D · h) is positive. As the distribution D is proportional to the direction
of steepest descent (i.e. perpendicular to the contours of the potential), then some step
in the direction of h is guaranteed to reduce the potential. In fact, AdaBoost chooses
that  such that taking an h step minimizes potential (2).
Therefore, AdaBoost can be interpreted as minimizing the exponential potential of
the margins by gradient descent. However, instead of taking steps in the direction
of the gradient, AdaBoost is constrained to move in the direction given by the weak
hypothesis. If the weak hypothesis has a large edge then its margin vector will be close
1 The original version of AdaBoost [17] di%ers only in that it uses an irrelevant rescaling of the weights
assigned to the base hypotheses.
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to the direction of steepest descent. This outline for a leveraging algorithm is easily
generalized to potentials of the form P=
∑m
i=1 p(yiH (xi)) where p is di%erentiable and
decreasing. In this paper we apply this outline to a non-monotonic, non-componentwise
potential.
The properties of generic leveraging algorithms in this framework depend on the
potentials chosen. The potential must be chosen carefully to lead to a combined hy-
pothesis with small error. This is the case for the Pexp potential used by AdaBoost as
well as the angular potential we introduce in Section 4.
Furthermore, these potential functions can drive an amortized analysis to prove
non-asymptotic performance bounds. The proofs bounding AdaBoost’s performance by
Freund and Schapire [17] can be interpreted as an amortized analysis over the potential
function (1). Here we use an amortized analysis over a di%erent potential to prove per-
formance bounds on a new leveraging algorithm. A more general amortized analysis is
used by Du%y and Helmbold [12] to prove that a particular class of potential functions
leads to leveraging algorithms with good performance.
The gradient descent leveraging process is related to feasible direction methods from
non-linear programming. In feasible direction methods, the algorithm attempts to move
in the direction of the gradient while remaining in the feasible region. A descent
direction is chosen that is close to the gradient but maintains the constraints. For
example, in a simpli2ed Zoutendijk method (such as discussed by Luenberger [27])
the descent direction d minimizes (∇f(xk) ·d) while satisfying the active constraints.
The leveragers we consider produce master hypotheses that lie in the span of the base
hypothesis class. This constraint is speci2ed implicitly by the weak learner; thus the
weak learner can be viewed as an oracle providing descent directions that maintain the
constraint while providing some improvement in the potential.
3. Related work
Schapire’s original boosting algorithm [32] showed that “weak PAC” learners can
be converted into “strong PAC” learners (see Section 6). We say that any leveraging
algorithm with this property is a PAC boosting algorithm.
Freund later presented another PAC boosting algorithm, “Boost by Majority” [14],
and hinted at its connection to gradient descent. Recently, Freund has generalized Boost
by Majority so that it adapts to the goodness of the base hypotheses. His resulting
BrownBoost algorithm performs gradient descent on a time-varying potential [15].
Freund and Schapire derived the popular AdaBoost algorithm [17], a PAC boost-
ing algorithm that has been very e%ective experimentally. Re2ned generalization error
bounds for AdaBoost were presented by Schapire et al. [34], and AdaBoost was gen-
eralized to con2dence rated predictions by Schapire and Singer [35]. Several authors
[6, 8, 31, 18] have independently made the connection between AdaBoost and gradi-
ent descent. Recently, Schapire has analyzed a game generalizing AdaBoost and other
leveraging algorithms [33].
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Breiman’s Bagging [5] technique, developed independently of boosting, leverages
base hypotheses created from bootstrap sampling and predicts with a simple majority
vote. It has been shown to be e%ective in reducing variance, but does not appear to
be as e%ective a leveraging technique as AdaBoost [16, 2].
Breiman [6–8] de2nes arcing algorithms using potential functions that can be ex-
pressed as component-wise functions of the margins having the form 2
∑
i f(yiH (xi)).
Breiman shows that, under certain conditions on f, arcing algorithms converge to good
hypotheses in the limit. Furthermore, he shows that AdaBoost is an arcing algorithm
with f(x)= ex and his arc-x4 is an arcing algorithm with f(x) ≈ x5, but also depending
on t. In our notation the potential function for arc-x4 is
∑
i
yiH (xi)− 25
(
t
2
− yiH (xi)
2
)5
:
The approach used by RMatsch et al. [31] uses “soft margins” in an attempt to increase
AdaBoost’s noise tolerance. Their approach can be seen as the minimization of a
potential function on the margins.
Recently, Friedman et al. [18] gave a maximum likelihood motivation for AdaBoost,
and introduced another leveraging algorithm based on the log-likelihood criterion. This
“LogitBoost” algorithm minimizes the potential ln(1 + exp(−yiH (xi))). In subsequent
work, Friedman has also examined gradient descent leveraging in a regression (as
opposed to classi2cation) setting [19].
Mason et al. [28] de2ne a family of potential functions leading to leveraging algo-
rithms. These potential functions are an attempt to directly minimize the generalization
bounds of Schapire et al. [34]. However, they only optimize the coeNcients of the
base hypotheses, and do not provide a way to generate distributions. Since the original
version of this paper, they have expanded their framework [29] to independently arrive
at a gradient descent approach similar to the one presented here.
The view of leveraging algorithms as feasible direction gradient descent provides
insight into the role of the weak learner. Although others have often assumed that the
weak learner 2nds the best hypothesis at each iteration, the geometric approach here
follows AdaBoost and the other PAC boosting work by allowing the weak learner to
produce hypotheses that are only slightly correlated with the desired direction.
Potential functions cannot only be used to explain, derive and=or motivate leveraging
algorithms, but also to analyze them. In addition to asymptotic convergence results [6–
8, 29], an amortized analysis can sometimes be used to get error bounds on the master
hypotheses after T iterations. This is essentially the technique used to prove the bounds
for Boost by Majority [14], AdaBoost [17], BrownBoost [15], and those presented in
2 Breiman allows the component-wise potential f to depend on the sum of the i’s in some arcing
algorithms.
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this paper. Du%y and Helmbold [12] use amortized analysis to prove general bounds
for certain component-wise potential functions, and use these bounds to show that
LogitBoost also has the PAC boosting property.
Most of the above research deals with monotonic component-wise potential functions
of the form P(H)=
∑m
i=1 f(yiH (xi)). In contrast, the potential presented here does
not decompose in this way and is not monotonic. The non-monotonicity implies that
the gradient can have negative components, and thus cannot be simply scaled into a
distribution. We develop new techniques to overcome this diNculty.
An interesting alternative to leveraging by gradient descent is given by Kivinen
and Warmuth [25], and La%erty [26]. These authors motivate leveraging algorithms
(including AdaBoost) as entropy minimization methods.
4. GeoLev---a geometric algorithm
As discussed previously, the key di%erentiating feature between leveraging algorithms
in the feasible direction framework is the potential function used. In this section we
examine a potential function which has a clear geometric intuition. This potential is
unusual in that it is not monotonic in the margins of the examples. This causes several
diNculties which we solve. We call the algorithm using this potential “GeoLev”.
The potential for GeoLev is motivated by considering the geometry of “margin
space”. Since many empirical and analytical results show that good margins on the
sample lead to small generalization error [38, 4], it is natural to seek a master hypothesis
with large margins. One heuristic is to seek a margin vector with uniformly large
margins, i.e. a vector parallel to 1=(1; 1; : : : ; 1). This indicates that the master hypo-
thesis is correct and equally con2dent on every instance in the sample. The intuition
behind this heuristic is reinforced by recent results on the generalization error [36]
that are discussed in Section 5.5. In subsequent work, La%erty uses entropic methods
to approach a related goal vector [26]. The GeoLev algorithm exploits this heuristic
by attempting to 2nd hypotheses whose margin vectors are as close as possible to the
1 direction. Thus the potential used by GeoLev is the sine of the angle between the
margin vector and 1.
We now focus on a single iteration of the leveraging process, dropping the time
subscripts. Margin vectors will be printed in bold face. Thus H is the margin vector
of the master hypothesis H , whose ith component is Hi =yiH (xi) (and h is the mar-
gin vector for the base hypothesis). Let the goal vector, g=(1=
√
m; : : : ; 1=
√
m), be 1
normalized to length one. Recall that m is the sample size, so all margin vectors lie
in m.
The 2rst decision taken by the leverager is what distribution D to place on the
sample. Since the distribution D has m components, it can also be viewed as a (non-
negative) vector in m.
The situation in margin-space at the start of the iteration is shown in Fig. 1. In order
to decrease the angle  between H and g we must move the head of H towards g. All
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Fig. 1. Situation in margin space at the start of an iteration.
Fig. 2. The direction D for the distribution used by GeoLev.
vectors at angle  to the goal vector g lie on a cone, and reducing the angle requires
moving the head of H inside the cone.
If h, the weak hypothesis’s margin vector, is parallel to H or tangent to the “rim”,
then no addition of h to H can decrease the angle to g. On the other hand, if the line
H + h cuts through the cone, then the angle to the goal vector g can be reduced by
adding some multiple of h to H. The only time the angle to g cannot be decreased is
when the h vector lies in the plane P which is tangent to the cone and contains the
vector H, as shown in Fig. 2.
If the weak learner learns at all, then its hypothesis h is better than random guessing
and the learners “edge”,
∑
i D(xi)yih(xi)), will be positive. This means that D · h is
positive, and if distribution D (viewed as a margin vector) is perpendicular to plane
P then h lies above P. Therefore, the leverager is able to use h to reduce the angle
between H and g.
As suggested by the 2gures, the appropriate direction for D must be perpendicular
to H and in the plane de2ned by g and H. Thus D should have the same direction as
d = g(H ·H)−H(g ·H): (3)
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In fact, if we de2ne the potential to be
Psin(H) = sin() =
√
1− (g ·H)
2
‖H‖22
;
then the gradient with respect to H
D = ∇Psin(H) = −(g ·H)(H ·H)2 sin() (g(H ·H)−H(g ·H)) (4)
is proportional to d.
If all components of d are positive, it can be normalized to yield a distribution on the
sample for the weak learner. However, it is possible for some components of d to be
negative. In this case things are more complicated. 3 If a component of d is negative,
then we Pip both the sign of that component and the sign of the corresponding label in
the sample. This creates a new direction d′ which can be normalized to a distribution
D′ and a new sample S ′ with the same xi’s but (possibly) new labels y′i . The modi2ed
sample S ′ and distribution D′ are then used to generate a new weak hypothesis, h. Let
h′ be the margins of h on the modi2ed sample S ′, so h′i =y
′
i h(xi). Now,
d′ · h′ =
m∑
i=1
d′iy
′
i h(xi) =
m∑
i=1
diyih(xi) = d · h
as the sign Pips cancel.
The second decision taken by the algorithm is how to incorporate the weak hy-
pothesis h into its master hypothesis H . Any weak hypothesis with an “edge” on the
distribution D described above can be used to decrease . Our goal is to 2nd the co-
eNcient  so that H′=H+ h decreases this angle as much as possible. Lemma 1 in
the next section shows that sin2() is minimized when
 =
(g · h)(H ·H)− (g ·H)(H · h)
(g ·H)(h · h)− (g · h)(H · h) =
(d · h)
(g ·H)(h · h)− (g · h)(H · h) :
After dividing the denominator (g ·H)(h · h)− (g · h)(H · h) by ‖H‖2 and ‖h‖22 it
becomes cos(g;H) − cos(g; h) cos(h;H). Thus the denominator is zero only if h is
parallel to H or g. If h has an edge then it cannot be parallel to H, and if h is
parallel to g then h itself is the best possible hypothesis. Therefore, the choice =∞
is appropriate as it indicates that H should be discarded and replaced by h.
If the base hypothesis h has a negative edge, then its complement −h has a posi-
tive edge. Therefore, if (d · h) is negative, then  is negative and we are adding the
complement of h into the master hypothesis.
3 In fact, it is this complication which di%erentiates GeoLev from Arcing algorithms. Arcing algorithms
are not permitted to change the sample in this way. This is discussed further in Section 6.2 where we present
an alternative method for dealing with negative components that does not modify the labels.
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Fig. 3. The GeoLev algorithm.
Since the sine of the angle between two vectors is minimized when they are parallel
or anti-parallel, it is possible that the minimizing  leads to a new master hypothesis
whose margin vector is (approximately) anti-parallel to g rather than (approximately)
parallel. However, simply negating this new master hypothesis restores the invariant
that the angle decreases each iteration. It is interesting that this case can only arise
when h is closer to g than H, as discussed in Section 6.2. If h is closer to g then the
weak learner found a better base hypothesis on the unweighted sample than it found
when given the uniform distribution.
From this discussion it is clear how GeoLev is performing a feasible direction gra-
dient descent. The sine of the angle between g and the current H is a potential on
margin space, and d is proportional to the negative gradient. Moving in a direction that
approximates this negative gradient takes us towards the goal vector. Since we have
only little control over the hypotheses returned by the weak learner, an approximation
to this direction is the best we can do. The step size is chosen adaptively to make as
much use of the weak hypothesis as possible.
The GeoLev Algorithm is summarized in Fig. 3.
5. Analysis of GeoLev
In this section we bound the number of iterations required by GeoLev to achieve
classi2cation error rate  on the sample. The key idea is that the sine of the angle
between the goal vector and the master hypothesis is reduced each iteration. The better
the base hypothesis, the more the angle is reduced, and lower bounding the performance
of the weak learner gives a bound on how many iterations are required to reach zero
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sample error. In Section 5.4 we convert this bound into a bound on the generalization
error.
5.1. The GeoLev invariant
We begin by considering a single leveraging iteration. Recall that H is the margins
of the master hypothesis, h is the margins of the weak hypothesis, g is the (2-normed)
goal vector, and  is the angle between g and H. In addition, the new master hypothesis
at the end of the iteration is H + h (with margin vector H+ h) and having angle ′
with g.
At the start of the iteration sin()=
√
1− cos2()=
√
1− (g ·H)2=||H||22, and at the
end of the iteration sin(′)=
√
1− cos2(′)=
√
1− (g · (H + h))2=||H + h||22.
Lemma 1. The value cos2(′) is maximized (and sin2(′) minimized) when
 =
(g · h)(H ·H)− (g ·H)(H · h)
(g ·H)(h · h)− (g · h)(H · h) : (5)
Proof. At the end of the iteration, cos2(′)= (g · (H + h))2=((H + h) · (H + h)).
Di%erentiating cos2(′) with respect to  gives the following:
2(g · h)((g · h) + (g ·H))
(H ·H) + 2(H · h) + 2(h · h) −
((g · h) + (g ·H))2(2(H · h) + 2(h · h))
((H ·H) + 2(H · h) + 2(h · h))2
=
((g ·H) + (g · h))((g · h)(H ·H) + (g · h)(H · h)− (g ·H)(H · h)− (g ·H)(h · h))
1
2 ((H ·H) + 2(H · h) + 2(h · h))2
:
Setting this equal to 0 and solving for  yields two roots.
The =−(g ·H)=(g · h) root minimizes cos2(′), making it zero. Therefore, the max-
imizing  is either the other root
 =
(g ·H)(H · h)− (g · h)(H ·H)
(g · h)(H · h)− (g ·H)(h · h) ; (6)
where (after signi2cant simpli2cation)
cos2(′) =
(H ·H)(g · h)2 − 2(g ·H)(H · h)(g · h) + (g ·H)2(h · h)
(h · h)(H ·H)− (H · h)2
or = ±∞ where cos2(′)= (g · h)2=(h · h). Examining the di%erence
(H ·H)(g · h)2 − 2(g ·H)(H · h)(g · h) + (g ·H)2(h · h)
(h · h)(H ·H)− (H · h)2 −
(g · h)2
(h · h)
=
((g · h)(H · h)− (g ·H)(h · h))2
(h · h)((h · h)(H ·H)− (H · h)2) ¿ 0
shows that the maximizing  is root (6), as desired.
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Setting  as in Eq. (5) and a little algebra shows (as in the above proof) that
cos2(′) is
(H ·H)2(g · h)2 − 2(g ·H)(H · h)(g · h)(H ·H) + (g ·H)2(h · h)(H ·H)
(H ·H)((H ·H)(h · h)− (H · h)2) : (7)
Recall that the direction of steepest descent is d= g(H ·H) −H(g ·H), so (d · h)2 =
(H ·H)2(g · h)2−2(g ·H)(H · h)(g · h)(H ·H)+(g ·H)2(H · h)2. Completing the square
in the numerator of (7) gives
cos2(′) =
(d · h)2 − (g ·H)2(H · h)2 + (g ·H)2(H ·H)(h · h)
(H ·H)((H ·H)(h · h)− (H · h)2)
=
(d · h)2
(H ·H)((H ·H)(h · h)− (H · h)2) +
(g ·H)2
(H ·H) : (8)
Although we desire bounds that hold for all h, we 2nd it convenient to 2rst minimize
(8) with respect to (H · h). The remaining dependence on h will be expressed as a
function of (D · h) and (h · h) in the 2nal bound (recall that D is the gradient of the
potential Psin, while d is a vector with a simpler expression but the same direction.)
Lemma 2. The right hand side of Eq. (8) is minimized (with respect to (H · h)) when
(H · h)= 0.
Proof. This follows from the fact that (H ·H)(h · h)− (H · h)2 is positive.
We are now ready to prove the main invariant.
Theorem 1. Each iteration of GeoLev decreases the potential Psin(H)= sin() by at
least a factor of√
1− (D · h)
2
‖D‖22‖h‖22
:
Proof. Starting from (8) and making the substitution (H · h)= 0 yields
cos2(′)¿
(g ·H)2
(H ·H) +
(d · h)2
(H ·H)2(h · h) ;
1− cos2(′)6 1− (g ·H)
2
(H ·H) −
(d · d)(d · h)2
(d · d)(H ·H)2(h · h) ;
1− cos2(′)6 1− (g ·H)
2
(H ·H) −
(H ·H)2 − (H ·H)(g ·H)2
(H ·H)2
(d · h)2
(d · d)(h · h) ; (9)
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sin2(′)6 sin2()− sin2() (d · h)
2
(d · d)(h · h) ;
sin(′)6 sin()
√
1− (d · h)
2
(d · d)(h · h) ;
sin(′)6 sin()
√
1− (D · h)
2
(D ·D)(h · h) :
Inequality (9) follows from noting that (g · g)= 1 so (d · d)= (H ·H)2 − (H ·H) ×
(g ·H)2. The last inequality follows from recalling that the gradient D is just a multiple
of d.
The following lemma relates the potential to the sample error rate, the fraction of
the sample where the thresholded H (xi) = yi.
Lemma 3. If sin() 6
√
 where  is the angle between g and a master hypothesis
H; then the sample error rate of H is at most .
Proof. Assume sin()6
√
R=m, so cos()= g ·H=‖H‖2 ¿
√
(m− R)=m and ∑i Hi=
‖H‖2 ¿
√
m− R. This can only hold if H has at least m − R positive components.
Therefore, the master hypothesis correctly classi2es at least m − R examples and the
sample error rate is at most R=m.
The Psin(H) potential used by GeoLev starts at 1 and, as shown by this lemma,
cannot decrease below
√
1=m before the master hypothesis correctly labels the sample.
We will pursue this line of reasoning further in Section 5.2.
It is interesting to compare Theorem 1 with the corresponding progress bound on
AdaBoost given by Freund and Schapire [17]. When written in the same form with
the dependence on the norms of D and h made explicit, the bound on AdaBoost is as
follows.
Theorem 2 (Freund and Schapire [17]). AdaBoost decreases the potential∑
i exp (−Hi) by at least a factor of√
1− (D · h)
2
‖D‖21‖h‖2∞
each iteration.
The Pexp(H) potential used by AdaBoost starts at m and the master hypothesis will
be correct before it drops to 1. Thus, in some sense, the GeoLev algorithm has less far
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to go. However, the dual norms 4 in Theorems 1 and 2 favor AdaBoost in commonly
studied situations. In particular, the weak hypotheses often map instances to {−1;+1},
and thus have ∞-norm of 1 but 2-norms like √m. The 1-norm and the 2-norm on the
distribution can also di%er by a factor of
√
m, this time in GeoLev’s favor. However, the
guarantee on the weak learner is usually expressed using the 1-norm of D rather than
the 2-norm. Applying GeoLev’s bounds in this kind of setting requires approximating
the 2-norm of D, making it diNcult to take advantage of this
√
m factor.
This presence of dual norms in competing bounds is reminiscent of the situation in
on-line learning. For that setting, Kivinen and Warmuth [24] analyzed two algorithms
(GD and EG) with bounds having dual norm dependencies like the progress bounds
for AdaBoost and GeoLev. Later, Grove et al. [20] discovered a family of algorithms
such that for any pair of dual norms, a member of the family has bounds using that
pair of norms. This naturally raises the intriguing possibility that there is a family of
leveraging algorithms having bounds in the form of Theorems 1 and 2 with every pair
of dual norms. Furthermore, AdaBoost was originally derived from the on-line setting
[17]. Therefore, it is natural to ask what (if any) on-line algorithm corresponds to
GeoLev.
Theorems 1 and 2 indicate that the bounds on GeoLev and AdaBoost are incom-
parable. The relative performance of the algorithms changes with di%erent sparseness
assumptions on the base hypotheses. In the following subsections we analyze the rel-
ative performance of AdaBoost and GeoLev on two learning problems.
5.2. Zero training error with con;dence rated base hypotheses
In this section we compare the bounds on how quickly GeoLev and AdaBoost reach
training error rate zero when the base hypotheses are con2dence rated with a bounded
edge. In particular, we assume that at each iteration the base hypothesis h produced
from distribution D satis2es
(D · h)
‖D‖1‖h‖∞ ¿ r: (10)
This generalizes the criterion
PrD[h(xi) = yi]6 1− r2
to hypotheses that are not ±1-valued.
Hence r is the edge of the weak learner’s hypothesis h with respect to the distribution
given to the weak learner. Without loss of generality, we can scale the con2dences
produced by h so that ‖h‖∞=1. Using the bound of Eq. (10) in Theorem 2 gives
Freund and Schapire’s result for AdaBoost.
4 The p-norm and the q-norm are dual norms if 1=p + 1=q=1 or p=∞ and q=1.
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Theorem 3 (Freund and Schapire [17]). If r1; : : : ; rT are the edges of the weak
learner’s hypotheses during the ;rst T iterations then the sample error rate of Ad-
aBoost’s master hypothesis produced at iteration T; HT ; is at most
T∏
t=1
√
1− r2t :
Therefore if each rt ¿ r then AdaBoost’s master hypothesis HT has training error 
after at most
T =
ln()
ln(
√
1− r2)
iterations.
We can also specialize Theorem 1 for this setting. Substituting the de2nition of r
into Theorem 1 and assuming ‖h‖∞=1 implies that sin() decreases each iteration by
at least a factor of√
1− r
2‖D‖21
‖D‖22‖h‖22
: (11)
Specializing this bound requires relating ‖D‖2 and ‖D‖1; we do this two di%er-
ent ways obtaining di%erent bounds. The 2rst way simply notes that ‖D‖1 ¿ ‖D‖2.
Applying this bound on ‖D‖2 yields
sin(′)6 sin()
√
1− r
2
‖h‖22
: (12)
A simple induction using this bound yields the following theorem.
Theorem 4. If r1; : : : ; rT are the edges of the weak learner’s hypotheses during the
;rst T iterations; then the sine of the angle between g and the margin vector for the
master hypothesis computed at iteration T is at most
∏T
t=1
√
1− r2t =‖ht‖22.
The following theorem gives a second bound on (11) obtained by bounding the ratio
‖D‖21=‖D‖22 another way.
Theorem 5. Let r1; : : : ; rT be the edges of the weak learner’s hypotheses and 1; : : : ; T
be the angles between g and the margins of the master hypotheses at the start of
the ;rst T iterations. If T+1 is the angle between g and the margins of the master
hypothesis produced at iteration T then
sin(T+1)6
T∏
t=1
√
1− r
2
t
‖ht‖22
m sin2(t): (13)
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Proof. As d is just a scaled version of D (see Eqs. (3) and (4)),
‖D‖21
‖D‖22
=
‖d‖21
‖d‖22
¿
(d · 1)2
(d · d) =
m(d · g)2
(d · d) :
Furthermore, (d ·d)= (H ·H)2−(H ·H)(g ·H)2, so (d · g)= (d · d)=(H ·H), and (d · d)=
(H ·H)2 = sin2(). Continuing with these substitutions gives
‖D‖21
‖D‖22
¿ m sin2()
and plugging this bound on ‖D‖21=‖D‖22 into (11) completes the proof.
Combining Lemma 3 and Theorem 5 gives the following corollary.
Corollary 1. After iteration T; the sample error rate of GeoLev’s master hypothesis
is bounded by
T∏
t=1
(
1− r
2
t
‖ht‖22
m sin2(t)
)
:
The bounds of Theorem 5 and Corollary 1 are somewhat diNcult to analyze, as
sin2() decreases as the master hypothesis improves. The following theorem uses a
lemma from Abe et al. [1] to get a bound that is easier to apply.
Theorem 6. If the weak learner always returns hypotheses with an edge greater than
r and H2 is an upper bound on ‖ht‖2; then GeoLev’s hypothesis will have at most 
training error after
min
1
2
ln()
ln
√
1− r2
H22
;
H22(1− )
r2m

iterations.
Proof. The 2rst term in the min follows from applying Lemma 3 to Theorem 4. For
the second term, we start by squaring both sides of (13) and rewriting it recursively
as
sin2(t+1)6 sin
2(t)− r
2
t
‖ht‖22
m sin4(t):
Now, we can use the following lemma from Abe et al. [1] (which is easily veri2ed
by induction).
Lemma 4 (Abe et al. [1]). Consider a sequence {gt} of non-negative numbers
satisfying the inequality gt+1 6 gt − cg2t ; where c¿0 is a positive constant. If ft =
1=c(t + 1=g0c); then gt 6 ft for all positive integers t.
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Given a lower bound r on the rt values and an upper bound H2 on ‖ht‖2, we set
g0 = 1, gt = sin
2(t) and c=(r2=H22 )m to obtain
sin2(T+1)6
H22
r2mT +H22
:
Therefore, if T =H22 (1− )=r2m then Lemma 3 shows that the master hypothesis has
a sample error rate bounded by , completing the proof.
Comparing Corollary 1 and Theorem 3 leads to the following observations. First, the
bound on GeoLev does not contain the square root. If this were the only di%erence,
then it would correspond to a halving of the number of iterations required to reach
error rate  on the sample.
A more important di%erence is the factors multiplying the r2 terms. GeoLev’s bound
has 2m sin2(t)=‖ht‖22, while AdaBoost’s bound has the factor 1=‖ht‖2∞. The larger this
factor the better the bound. The dependence on sin2(t) means that GeoLev’s progress
tapers o% as it approaches zero sample error.
If the weak hypotheses are equally con2dent on all examples, then ‖ht‖22 is m times
larger than ‖ht‖2∞ and GeoLev’s bound has an extra 2 sin2(t) factor. At the start of
the leveraging process t is close =2 and GeoLev’s factor is larger. However, sin
2(t)
can be as small as 1=m before GeoLev predicts perfectly on the sample. Thus GeoLev
does not seem to gain as much from later iterations and this diNculty prevents us from
showing that GeoLev is a PAC boosting algorithm.
On the other hand, consider the (less likely) situation where the weak hypotheses
produce a con2dent prediction for only one sample point, and abstain on the rest. Now
‖ht‖22 = ‖ht‖2∞, and GeoLev’s bound has an extra factor of about 2m sin2(t). For this
case, GeoLev’s bounds are better 5 than AdaBoost’s after every iteration.
5.3. Sparse setting
The con2dence rated framework discussed in the previous section assumes that the
base hypotheses make predictions in the interval [−1;+1]. This leads to a variety
of ways to evaluate the goodness of hypotheses that are not equally con2dent on all
instances. Singer and Schapire use a natural measure of goodness, (D · h)=(‖D‖1‖h‖∞).
However, we need not restrict ourselves to this one measure and we will generalize
the con2dence rated prediction framework by allowing di%erent ways of measuring the
goodness of the base hypotheses.
For example, a learning algorithm might 2nd it easier to produce hypotheses satis-
fying the criterion
(D · h)
‖D‖2‖h‖2 ¿ r (14)
5 We must switch to recurrence (12) rather than Theorem 5 when sin2(t) is very small.
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than the criterion
(D · h)
‖D‖1‖h‖∞ ¿ r:
The 2rst criterion favors sparse hypotheses. In this section we will see that GeoLev may
outperform AdaBoost when sparser base hypotheses are produced. We now compare
the bounds for GeoLev and AdaBoost assuming that the base hypotheses are “r good”
as measured by (14). For simplicity, we also assume that they are scaled so that
‖h‖∞=1.
We can obtain a bound for AdaBoost in this setting by combining Theorem 2 with
the approximation
√
m‖D‖2 ¿ ‖D‖1. This shows that the AdaBoost potential decreases
by at least a factor of√
1− r
2‖ht‖22
m
each iteration. Similarly, Theorem 1 shows that the GeoLev potential, sin(), decreases
by a factor of√
1− r2 (15)
each iteration.
Since the GeoLev potential starts at 1, we can combine Eq. (15) with Lemma 3 to
get the following theorem.
Theorem 7. If the base hypotheses satisfy inequality (14) then after
T =
− ln(m)
ln(1− r2)
iterations GeoLev’s master hypothesis is correct on the sample.
In this setting GeoLev achieves zero sample error in a logarithmic number of itera-
tions, while the approximated bound indicates that AdaBoost might take much longer
(depending on how sparse the base hypotheses are). This di%erence in bounds high-
lights the inherent incomparability of the two algorithms. It also raises the question
of what are the best ways to evaluate the goodness of base hypotheses, and illustrates
the point that it may be important to select a leveraging algorithm that 2ts the weak
learner.
5.4. Relationship to generalization error
While the bounds so far examine the performance of AdaBoost and GeoLev on
the training data, the overall goal is usually to output hypotheses that perform well
on unseen data. Fortunately, generalization performance can be bounded in terms of
the performance on the training sample using results of Vapnik [38], and Freund and
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Schapire [17]. In this section we state these results and apply them to GeoLev in the
sparse setting.
For a hypothesis h we de2ne the (generalization) error of h with respect to distri-
bution P on the domain to be
erP(h) = PrP[h(x) = y]:
We also use êrS(h) for the training error of hypothesis h on sample S.
The following result, due to Vapnik, bounds the generalization error in terms of the
sample error and the VC-dimension of the concept class being learned.
Theorem 8 (Vapnik [38]). Let H be a class of binary functions over some domain
X; d be the VC-dimension of H; and P be a distribution over X ×{0; 1}. If S is
a random sample (training set) of m examples drawn independently according to P
then; for any  ¿0; we have that
Pr
[
∃h ∈H: erP(h) ¿ êrS(h) + 2
√
d(ln 2m=d+ 1)+ ln 9= 
m
]
6  ;
where the probability is with respect to the random choice of the sample S.
The leveraging algorithms we consider learn a linear combination of concepts from
the weak hypothesis class H, so the relevant concept class is
!T (H) =
{
sgn
(
T∑
t=1
atht
)
: a1; : : : ; aT ∈ ; h1; : : : ; hT ∈H
}
:
To apply Theorem 8 we must bound the VC-dimension of this class. The following
theorem due to Freund and Schapire [17] provides such a bound using ideas from
Baum and Haussler [3].
Theorem 9 (Freund and Schapire [17]). Let H be a class of binary functions of
VC-dimension d¿ 2. Then the VC-dimension of !T (H) is at most 2(d+1)(T+1)×
log2[e(T + 1)].
Therefore; if the hypotheses generated by the weak learner are chosen from a
class of VC-dimension d ¿ 2; then the ;nal hypothesis generated by the leveraging
algorithm after T iterations belongs to a class of VC-dimension at most 2(d+1)(T +
1) log2[e(T + 1)].
By combining and simplifying these two results we can obtain a bound on the
generalization error in terms of the number of iterations taken to achieve zero sample
error, assuming that the hypothesis H is a linear combination of the T weak hypotheses.
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Theorem 10. If a leveraging algorithm uses a weak learner outputting hypotheses
from a class of VC-dimension d¿ 2 and its hypothesis H generated after T iterations
is consistent with the random sample (of size m); then the generalization error of H
satis;es
Pr
[
erP(H) ¿ 2
√
2(d+ 1)(T + 1) log2[e(T + 1)] ln(2m) + ln(9= )
m
]
6  :
This result shows that if the leveraging algorithm achieves zero sample error in T 6
m1−c iterations (for some positive constant c), then it produces a master hypothesis
with arbitrarily small generalization error by choosing a large enough sample size m.
This reasoning can be applied to GeoLev. If the base learner returns sparse hypothe-
ses h such that
(D · h)
‖D‖2‖h‖2 ¿ r;
then Theorem 7 shows that GeoLev’s master hypothesis is correct on the sample within
a logarithmic number of iterations. Theorem 10 then implies that GeoLev produces an
arbitrarily good master hypothesis when given a large enough sample. We will make
a similar argument about the GeoArc algorithm in Section 6.3.
5.5. An interpretation of GeoLev’s potential function
The sin() potential function used by the Geolev algorithm is related to the penalty
functions used when support vector machines must deal with noise. In particular, the
potential used by GeoLev can be seen as explicitly trading o% between two goals: mak-
ing the margins large (so H is long) and obtaining similar con2dence on the examples
(so the variance of H is small). The following theorem shows how the potential can
be rewritten to emphasize this tradeo% (the time subscripts have been omitted).
Theorem 11. If  is the angle between the master margin vector H and the goal
vector g; then
sin() =
√∑m
i=1(
∑m
j=1Hj=m−Hi)2
‖H‖2 :
Proof. Let v be the vector in m-dimensional space parallel to g such that
∑
i vi =∑
i Hi. Since v and g are parallel,  is also the angle between v and H.
Let c= v − H, and notice that ∑i ci =0 so v · c=0. This implies that the triangle
with vertices at v; H and the origin is a right triangle with hypotenuse H. Therefore,
sin() =
‖c‖2
‖H‖2 =
√∑
i (vi −Hi)2
‖H‖2 :
Since vi =
∑
j Hj=m, this gives the desired result.
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Recently, Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini [36] have improved bounds on the generaliza-
tion error of master hypotheses when some of the margins are bad. This is particularly
interesting as one would expect some bad margins when there is noise in the data.
Their bounds on the generalization error of the master hypothesis H are of the form 6
erP(H)6 O˜
(
fat(&=16)
m
+
‖'‖22
&2m
)
; (16)
where fat() is the “fat shattering dimension” (a generalization of VC-dimension to
real valued function classes) of the possible master hypotheses, & is the threshold
indicating which margins are “good”, and 'i = max(&−Hi ; 0) is the “badness” of the
margin Hi. Note that the badness of a margin greater than & is zero and the vector '
measures the amount by which the training points fail to achieve the margin &. The
value ‖'‖2 =
√∑
i:Hi¡&(&−Hi)2 has been used previously in support vector machines
as a penalty term to improve the noise tolerance. If we set &=
∑
j Hj=m then ‖'‖2
becomes√√√√ ∑
i:Hi6
∑
i Hi =m
(∑
j Hj
m
−Hi
)2
;
which is just the variance of the margins due to those points with below average
margin. This value is hard to minimize directly, and one heuristic is to minimize the
variance of all the margins.
The potential function for GeoLev expressed as in Theorem 11 can therefore be
seen as using this heuristic to minimize bound (16) with &=
∑
j Hj=m. Another way
to exploit bound (16) is to maximize &. The other aspect of GeoLev’s potential function
(maximizing ‖H‖2) should tend to increase &, and thus also improve the bound. Note
that & controls the generalization bound on clean data, while the ‖'‖2 term becomes
increasingly important in the presence of noise. This leads us to believe that GeoLev
will perform well in both noisy and noise-free situations. GeoLev’s good experimental
performance (see Section 7) also supports this belief.
It is not clear that choosing &=
∑
i Hi=m in this bound is optimal, nor is it clear
that maximizing ‖H‖2 is the best way to maximize the margins. In fact, one would
expect that choosing & at a lower percentile of the margins might be more e%ective.
AdaBoost concentrates exponentially on those examples with lower margins. Although
this tends to increase the margins of the lower percentiles [34], it would seem to leave
AdaBoost vulnerable to noise. It seems possible that a hybrid potential function may
be able to combine the good features of both GeoLev and AdaBoost, leading to a
superior leveraging algorithm.
6 Log factors are omitted from the O˜ expression.
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6. Relationship to PAC boosting
AdaBoost [17] was originally motivated by a problem in PAC learning theory posed
by Kearns and Valiant [22] and its performance guarantees are given in this context.
The PAC boosting setting (described below) is a situation where the choice of dual
norms is optimal for AdaBoost, with ‖h‖∞= ‖D‖1 = 1. For this reason GeoLev may
not perform as well in this setting. Furthermore, GeoLev does not 2t directly into the
PAC boosting setting due to the technique used for dealing with negative components in
the distribution. This problem is addressed in Section 6.2. In addition, the PAC setting
allows for the probability that the weak learner will not always return an accurate weak
hypothesis; this is also addressed below. However, the PAC model is the standard
setting for the theoretical analysis of leveraging algorithms and we provide a variant
of GeoLev, called GeoArc, which 2ts within this framework. Furthermore, we show
that if the base learner produces sparse enough hypotheses, then GeoArc is a strong
PAC learner.
6.1. PAC boosting
The PAC boosting framework provides an important formal criterion for leveraging
algorithms. This criterion embodies the goal that the master hypothesis have small
error, with high probability. Here we briePy review the notions of PAC learning 7 [37]
and PAC boosting [22, 32]. Kearns and Vazirani [23] is one text containing a more
complete description of PAC learning and Boosting.
A concept C is a subset of the learning domain X, and a concept class is a set
of concepts. An example of concept C is a pair (x∈X; y∈{−1;+1}) where y=1 if
x∈C and −1 otherwise. We are often interested in random examples (x; y) where the
instance x is drawn from some distribution on X.
De.nition 1. A (strong, eNcient) PAC learner for concept class C has the property
that for every distribution D on X, all concepts C ∈C, and all 0¡;  ¡ 12 : with
probability at least 1−  the algorithm outputs a hypothesis h mapping the domain to
{−1;+1} where PrD[h(x) =C(x)] 6 . The learning algorithm is given C; ;  , and
the ability to draw random examples of C (w.r.t. distribution D), and must run in time
bounded by poly(1=; 1= ).
De.nition 2. A weak PAC learner is similar to a strong PAC learner, except that it
need only satisfy the conditions for a particular 0¡0;  0¡ 12 pair, rather than for all
;  pairs.
7 To simplify the presentation we omit the instance space dimension and target representation length
parameters.
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Fig. 4. The GeoArc algorithm.
De.nition 3. A PAC boosting algorithm is a generic algorithm which can leverage
any weak PAC learner to meet the strong PAC learning criteria.
Since the hypotheses must be boolean valued and the distribution sums to one, the
PAC boosting setting corresponds to
‖D‖1 = 1;
‖h‖∞ = 1
and
(D · h)
‖D‖1‖h‖∞ ¿ 1− 20 = r
in our notation.
6.2. GeoArc: an arcing variant of GeoLev
The GeoLev algorithm discussed so far does not 2t Breiman’s template for Arcing
algorithms [6–8] because it modi2es the labels in the sample given to the weak learner.
This also breaks the PAC boosting paradigm as the weak learner may be given data
that is not consistent with any concept in the underlying concept class. In this section
we describe a generic conversion that produces arcing algorithms from appropriate
leveraging algorithms. This conversion handles negative components of the distribution
without placing an additional burden on the weak learner.
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The conversion introduces a wrapper between the weak learner and leveraging al-
gorithm that replaces the sign-Pip trick of Section 4. This wrapper takes the (signed)
weighting D from the leveraging algorithm, and creates the distribution D′ by setting
all negative components to zero and re-normalizing. This modi2ed distribution D′ is
then given to the weak learner, which returns a hypothesis h with a margin vector h.
The margin vector is modi2ed by the wrapper before being passed on to the leveraging
algorithm: each component for which D is negative is set to −1. Thus, the leveraging
algorithm sees a modi2ed margin vector h′ which it uses to compute  and the margins
of the new master hypothesis (see Fig. 4).
The intuition is that the leveraging algorithm is being fooled into thinking that the
weak hypothesis is wrong on parts of the sample when it is actually correct. Therefore,
the margins of the master hypothesis are actually better than those tracked by the
leveraging algorithm. Furthermore, the apparent “edge” of the weak learner can only be
increased by this wrapping transformation. This intuition is formalized in the following
theorems.
Throughout this section we assume that the weak learner’s hypotheses produce values
in {−1;+1}.
Lemma 5. If r=
∑
i D
′(xi)yih(xi)¿0 is the edge 8 of the weak learner with respect
to the distribution it sees; and r′=
∑
i D(xi)yih
′(xi) is the edge of the modi;ed
weak hypothesis with respect to the (signed) weighting D requested by the lever-
aging algorithm; then r′ ¿ r.
Proof. Let S+ = {i :D(xi)¿0} and p=
∑
i∈S+ D(xi). The construction ensures that
both D′(xi)=D(xi)=p if i∈ S+ and zero otherwise, and D(xi)yih′(xi)= |D(xi)| for all
i =∈ S+. Now,
r′ =
∑
i
D(xi)yih′(xi) = 1− p+
∑
i∈S+
D(xi)yih(xi) = 1− p+ pr:
The assumption h(x)∈{−1;+1} implies r 6 1, so r′ is minimized at p=1 where
r′= r.
Theorem 12. If all t ¿ 0 then no component of the master margin vector HT =∑T
t=1 th
′
t used by the wrapped leveraging algorithm is ever greater than the actual
margins of the master hypothesis
∑T
t=1 tht .
Proof. The theorem follows immediately by noting that each component of h′t is no
greater than the corresponding component of ht .
8 We do not have to consider the norms of the distribution or the margin vector here; since in the PAC
framework ‖D‖1 = 1 and ‖h‖∞ =1.
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Fig. 5. Vectors D; H, and h in margin space.
Theorem 12 shows that the transformation works when  ¿ 0. If ¡0 then the
algorithm replaces H by h. The next series of results shows that this replacement
gives suNcient progress.
Lemma 6. If (d · h)¿0 and ¡0 in an iteration of GeoArc; then
cos2(′) ¿ cos2 
1
1− (D · h)2=(D ·D)(h · h) ;
where  is the angle between H and g and ′ is the angle between h and g.
Proof. Lemma A.1 shows that under these conditions we have (g · h)(H · h)¿
(g ·H)(h · h); (g · h)¿0, and (H · h)¿0. Furthermore, (g ·H) is positive after the ini-
tialization. Therefore,
(g · h)2 ¿ (g ·H)2 (h · h)
2
(H · h)2 ;
(g · h)2
(h · h) ¿
(g ·H)2
(H ·H)
(h · h)(H ·H)
(H · h)2 ;
cos2(′) ¿ cos2()
(h · h)(H ·H)
(H · h)2 : (17)
Consider the three angles between D; h and H in m-dimensional space (see Fig. 5).
The angle between D and h plus the angle between h and H is at least =2, the
angle between D and H. Thus, the angle between D and h is at least =2 minus the
angle between h and H. Since all three angles are at most =2 (recall that (D · h)¿0,
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(H · h)¿0, and (D ·H)= 0),
sin2(D to h)¿ sin2
(
2
− (h to H)
)
= cos2(h to H);
1− (D · h)
2
(D ·D)(h · h) ¿
(H · h)2
(h · h)(H ·H) ;
(h · h)(H ·H)
(H · h)2 ¿
1
1− (D · h)2=(D ·D)(h · h) :
Combining this last inequality with inequality (17) completes the proof.
We are now ready to prove our main bound on GeoArc’s progress.
Theorem 13. If the weak learner returns hypotheses h with edges at least r¿0 and
‖h‖26H2; then GeoArc’s hypothesis has training error at most  after
2 ln(1=r2)
r2
+ min
(
1
2
ln()
ln
√
1− r2=H22
;
H22(1− )
r2m
)
iterations.
Proof. We will show that GeoArc decreases the potential sin() each iteration, and
that in all but at most 2 ln(1=r2)=r2 iterations the recurrence
sin(′)6 sin()
√
1− (D · h)2=‖D‖2‖h‖2
holds. Once this is established, the same arguments used for Theorem 6 can be used
to complete the proof.
When ¿0, then the bounds on GeoLev show that we make suNcient progress.
When ¡0 we start with the bound of Lemma 6 rewritten in terms of sines:
1− sin2(′) ¿ (1− sin2()) 1
1− (D · h)2=(D ·D)(h · h) ;
sin2(′) ¡
sin2()
1− (D · h)2=(D ·D)(h · h) −
1
1− (D · h)2=(D ·D)(h · h) + 1;
sin2(′) ¡
sin2()
1− (D · h)2=(D ·D)(h · h) −
(D · h)2=(D ·D)(h · h)
1− (D · h)2=(D ·D)(h · h) ;
sin2(′)¡ sin2()
(
1 +
(D · h)2=(D ·D)(h · h)
1− (D · h)2=(D ·D)(h · h)
− (D · h)
2=(D ·D)(h · h)
sin2()(1− (D · h)2=(D ·D)(h · h))
)
: (18)
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Note that since sin2() is always between 0 and 1, this implies that sin() decreases
each iteration. Furthermore, if sin2()¡ 12 then inequality (18) implies
sin2(′) ¡ sin2()
(
1− (D · h)
2
(D ·D)(h · h)
)
:
So when sin2()¡ 12 replacing H by h gives the same progress bound as a typical
(¿0) step of GeoLev.
We now consider the case when sin2()¿ 12 and examine the recurrence on the
cosines to prove that H is replaced by h in relatively few iterations before cos2()
is at least 12 (and sin()¡
1
2 ). By the reasoning of Theorem 5, (D · h)2=(D ·D) ×
(h · h)¿ sin2()mr2=‖h‖22. Since m= ‖h‖22 here, (D · h)2=(D ·D)(h · h)¿r2=2 (until
sin2()6 12 ). By the same reasoning, cos() for the 2rst weak hypothesis is also at
least r2=2. Therefore, using the bound of Lemma 6, it takes at most
T1 6
ln(r2)
ln(1− r2=2) 6
2 ln(1=r2)
r2
(19)
iterations for sin2() to drop to 12 . This completes the proof.
Recall from the introduction that Arcing algorithms are only allowed to change the
distribution on the sample, not the examples in it. The GeoLev algorithm described in
Section 4 does not meet this constraint, but the wrapped version does. Therefore we
call this wrapped version “GeoArc”.
Until now the discussion has only addressed the accuracy of the hypotheses. How-
ever, the PAC model (and practical considerations) allow the weak learner to fail (i.e.
return a bad base hypothesis) with some signi2cant probability. On the other hand, the
probability that the leverager returns a poor hypothesis should be small. One way to
address this problem is to use the following subroutine each time the weak learner is
called, assuming a bound on the size of the sample required by the weak learner is
known (see also [14, 21]).
– Repeat the following at most L times:
• Draw a suNciently large subsample S with replacement from the training set
according to the current distribution D.
• Call the Weak Learner on sample S and examine the returned hypothesis h. If h
meets the accuracy requirements (with respect to D) on the full sample, declare
h a weak hypothesis and exit the loop.
– if all L weak hypotheses are bad, then terminate the leveraging algorithm.
This procedure ensures that the weak learner is called at most a polynomial number
of times, yet the probability of the loop 2nishing with a bad hypothesis is small.
In the boosting setting arbitrarily low failure probability for the master hypotheses
can be obtained by setting L= [1=(1−  0)] ln(2T= ) (here  0 is the failure probability
of the weak learner,  is the allowable failure probability for the leverager, and T is
the number of iterations of the leveraging algorithm).
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A single execution of the subroutine has probability
( 0)[1=(1− 0)] ln(2T= ) 6
 
2T
of returning a bad hypothesis. Since T is the number of iterations of the leveraging
algorithm, the probability that any of these T iterations produces a bad hypothesis is
at most  =2 and so we can guarantee the con2dence of the master hypothesis.
With this additional modi2cation, the GeoArc algorithm tolerates the failure possi-
bility of PAC weak learners. We now consider an additional assumption on the weak
learner allowing us to prove that GeoArc is a strong PAC learning algorithm.
6.3. Requirement for GeoArc to be a strong PAC learner
As in Section 5.2 the PAC boosting assumption on the weak learner is that
(D · h)
‖D‖1‖h‖∞ ¿ r;
where in addition ‖D‖1 = 1 and ‖h‖∞=1. The results from Sections 5.2 and 5.4 there-
fore imply that AdaBoost is a strong PAC learner. However, we need an additional
assumption on the weak learner to prove that GeoArc is a strong PAC learner. The
weak learner must be allowed to abstain on a portion of the sample, predicting 0 for
some instances. In fact, we require that the weak learner abstain on all but a frac-
tion of the sample, so that ‖h‖26m(1−c)=2 for some 2xed constant c¿0. In this case
Theorem 6 shows that after
min
(
1
2
ln()
ln
√
1− r2=m(1−c) ;
m(1−c)(1− )
r2m
)
iterations, GeoLev’s sample error will be less than . Combining this with Lemma 3
(with =1=m) and Eq. (19) we observe that GeoArc will achieve zero sample error
after
T =
ln(r2)
ln(1− r2=2) +
m(1−c)(1− 1=m)
r2
=
ln(r2)
ln(1− r2=2) +
(m− 1)
mcr2
∈ !(m1−c)
iterations.
Finally, we combine the above with the bound on generalization error in Theorem 10
to see that the generalization error can be made arbitrarily small by choosing a large
enough (but still polynomial) sample. Therefore GeoArc is a strong PAC learner.
The standard PAC boosting setting uses the pair of norms that optimize AdaBoost’s
bound. Interpreting GeoLev in this context is somewhat more diNcult, we required a
modi2cation to remove the label Pipping discussed earlier, this modi2cation produced
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the algorithm GeoArc which has essentially the same convergence bounds as GeoLev
in this setting. Although the PAC boosting setting is unfavorable to GeoArc, we can
prove that GeoArc is a strong PAC learning algorithm if the weak learner abstains on
a large portion of the sample.
7. Experiments
We ran several experiments to validate our analytical results. These tests compared
GeoLev, GeoArc and AdaBoost in three di%erent ways. The 2rst set of experiments
evaluated each algorithm’s performance on a variety of two class datasets from the
UCI repository [10] in experiments similar to those reported by Bauer and Kohavi [2].
All three algorithms had similar performance in these experiments.
The second set of experiments evaluated the performance of the algorithms on noisy
data. We used the arti2cial LED [9] dataset that allows the addition of random attribute
noise. This dataset has been used previously to test robustness to noise [2]. We also
took two of the UCI datasets (chess and mushroom) on which perfect generalization
is obtainable and corrupted the labels with random noise. These experiments support
our conjecture that GeoLev performs relatively well on noisy data.
The third set of experiments evaluated the algorithms with con2dence rated weak
hypotheses. Some of the datasets lead to sparse weak hypotheses and we discuss the
performance of the algorithms in terms of the sparseness of the weak hypotheses ob-
served. These experiments indicate that the GeoLev algorithms perform relatively better
when the weak learner produces sparse hypotheses, as predicted by our analytic results.
For these experiments we removed all examples with unknown attributes and often
report the results for optimal early stopping (i.e. the best generalization error achieved
over all iterations). We also performed preliminary experiments on the vote dataset
from UCI, however, the results appeared anomalous (although somewhat better for
AdaBoost) and we do not discuss them further here.
7.1. Generalization experiments
We ran 10 times 10-fold cross validation on 12 small two class datasets from the
UCI repository. We used small datasets for two reasons. First, over-2tting tends to
appear earlier with such datasets. Second, the computational requirements 9 of larger
experiments would have been excessive. The three leveraging algorithms were com-
pared using decision stumps (1 node decision trees) where the splitting criterion was
classi2cation error. The number of rounds of leveraging was limited to 50; we consid-
ered 50 to be a reasonable compromise between the 10 used by Quinlan [30], 25 used
by Bauer and Kohavi [2] and 100 used by Freund and Schapire [16]. Furthermore, for
9 The experiments we report consumed approximately 1.5 CPU years.
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Table 1
Generalization error rate for the three algorithms on the 12 datasets with decision stumps and optimal early
stopping
Dataset Ada GeoLev GeoArc Size
Error Round Error Round Error Round
Breast 0:040± 0:002 38 0:032± 0:002 43 0:039± 0:002 50 683
Cancer 0:261± 0:008 6 0:252± 0:008 3 0:252± 0:008 3 277
Chess 0:048± 0:001 47 0:061± 0:001 50 0:048± 0:001 49 3196
Cleve 0:152± 0:006 3 0:148± 0:006 3 0:148± 0:006 3 296
crx 0:128± 0:004 11 0:130± 0:003 44 0:124± 0:003 31 653
German 0:254± 0:004 43 0:252± 0:004 40 0:251± 0:004 43 1000
Glass2 0:177± 0:007 49 0:181± 0:009 48 0:186± 0:009 32 163
Heart 0:156± 0:007 3 0:150± 0:006 3 0:150± 0:006 3 270
Hepatitis 0:141± 0:013 43 0:167± 0:014 50 0:173± 0:014 29 80
Ionosphere 0:085± 0:004 50 0:104± 0:004 25 0:096± 0:004 50 351
Mushroom 0:000± 0:000 43 0:007± 0:000 50 0:001± 0:000 49 5644
Pima 0.243± 0:004 46 0:243± 0:005 13 0:241± 0:004 10 768
Fig. 6. Generalization error of GeoLev versus AdaBoost with decision stumps and optimal early stopping.
most of the datasets we examine over-2tting appeared to have set in before 50 rounds
of leveraging.
The results are summarized in Table 1 and Figs. 6 and 7. The 2gures and table
report the generalization error with optimal early stopping.
These results indicate that the three algorithms are essentially comparable across the
range of datasets. In particular, GeoLev and GeoArc are very close with AdaBoost
appearing slightly better. However, there are a number of cases where the behavior
of the algorithms is markedly di%erent. A typical set of learning curves is given in
Fig. 9, while Fig. 8 contains learning curves where GeoLev appears better and Fig. 10
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Fig. 7. Generalization error of GeoArc versus GeoLev with decision stumps and optimal early stopping.
Fig. 8. Learning curve on the breast dataset with decision stumps.
contains learning curves favoring AdaBoost. The learning curves show that GeoLev
e%ectively reduces the training error in the early iterations, but its hypothesis improves
less rapidly as time goes on (as predicted by Corollary 1).
In all these 2gures, GeoLev’s curves are dotted while AdaBoost’s are solid. The
generalization error curves lie above the training error curves.
7.2. Noise experiments
The LED dataset is an arti2cial dataset from the UCI repository [10] originally used
by Breiman et al. [9]. The data consists of the numbers 0–9 as they would appear on
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Fig. 9. Learning curve on the glass2 dataset with decision stumps.
Fig. 10. Learning curve on the ionosphere dataset with decision stumps.
a 7-segment LED display. We used the version with an additional 17 non-informative
attributes added and converted it to a 2-class problem by labeling even digits as −1
and odd digits as +1. The code to generate datasets is provided in the UCI repository
and allows the addition of attribute noise. The problem becomes relatively easy for
leveraging decision stumps with large datasets, therefore we chose small datasets of 400
examples. We report results from 10 times 10 fold cross validation after a maximum
of 50 rounds of leveraging. For each of the noise rates 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5
we generated 10 datasets using di%erent random seeds. Note that although the iid
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Fig. 11. Generalization error of AdaBoost and GeoLev on noisy versions of mushroom and chess datasets
after 50 iterations with decision stumps. Each dataset has label noise at rates 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 added
to the training set (only).
noise rate was speci2ed, the actual number of noisy examples varies across the 10
datasets.
In addition we performed experiments on the chess and mushroom datasets from
UCI. These datasets are particularly easy for leveraging algorithms and it is possible
to get test error rate close to 0. We chose random subsets of these datasets with
1000 examples in each. The subsets were chosen to be perfectly balanced between the
classes. We corrupted the labels in the training samples by Pipping the labels of exactly
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 of the examples. The labels of the test sets were unchanged. We
performed 30 times 2-fold cross validation.
For “low” noise rates on the order of 10–20% the geometric algorithms do sig-
ni2cantly better than AdaBoost. The results are summarized in Figs. 11 and 12, and
sample learning curves appear in Figs. 13 and 14.
7.3. Sparse hypothesis experiments
We examined the behavior of the algorithms with weak learners returning con2dence
rated base hypotheses. For these experiments we used Naive Bayes and a modi2ed
version of decision stumps as the weak learners.
We modi2ed the predictions of the decision stumps algorithm to be con2dence rated
using the method proposed by Schapire and Singer [35]. The decision stump predicts
with
1
2
log
(
W+
W−
)
;
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Fig. 12. Generalization error of AdaBoost and GeoLev on the LED dataset with decision stumps after 50
iterations. The 2gure plots 10 runs with each of the attribute noise rates 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5.
Fig. 13. Learning curve on LED24 with 10% attribute noise using decision stumps.
where W+ is the weight of the positive examples in the split and W− is the weight of
the negative examples in the split.
For Naive Bayes we discretized continuous attributes by dividing the range into 10
bins. It was reported by Dougherty et al. [11] that this method performs well. However,
the results we obtained after leveraging were disappointing when compared to those
achieved by others [2] and we believe that this is due to the method of discretization.
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Fig. 14. Learning curve on mushroom datasets with 10% label noise using decision stumps.
Fig. 15. Generalization error of Adaboost versus GeoLev with con2dence rated decision trees and optimal
early stopping.
The predictions of the Naive Bayes hypotheses are
log
(
p+
p−
)
:
The con2dence rated version of AdaBoost was implemented to directly minimize the
potential
∑
i exp(−Hi) and used a line search to 2nd the optimal setting for  (see
Figs. 15–18).
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Fig. 16. Generalization error of Adaboost versus GeoLev with Naive Bayes and optimal early stopping.
Fig. 17. Learning curve glass2 with Naive Bayes.
Once again we ran 10 times 10-fold cross validation. We ran on 12 datasets and
leveraged for a maximum of 50 rounds. We report results after 25 rounds and us-
ing optimal early stopping, which give some illustration of the comparative speed of
convergence of the algorithms and their relative propensity for over-2tting.
The results are reported in Tables 2–4 as is the average 2-norm of the weak
hypotheses used by GeoLev and the 2-norm of 1 (which equals the 2-norm of any
{−1;+1} valued hypothesis). Comparing these 2-norms gives an indication of the
average “sparseness” of the base hypotheses. The Geo algorithms tend to perform better
than AdaBoost in these experiments. The worst relative performance for GeoLev is on
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Fig. 18. Learning curve on breast with con2dence rated decision trees.
Table 2
Generalization error with Naive Bayes after 25 iterations
Dataset Ada GeoLev Average ‖h‖2 ‖1‖2 Size
Error Round Error Round
Breast 0:043± 0:002 25 0:036± 0:002 25 4.130 24.79 683
Cancer 0:289± 0:007 25 0:279± 0:008 25 2.113 15.78 277
Chess 0:033± 0:000 25 0:059± 0:002 25 11.955 39.97 3196
Cleve 0:225± 0:007 25 0:183± 0:006 25 2.119 16.32 296
crx 0:165± 0:004 25 0:144± 0:003 25 1.765 24.24 653
German 0:257± 0:004 25 0:247± 0:004 25 2.855 30 1000
Glass2 0:255± 0:008 25 0:190± 0:008 25 2.266 12.11 163
Heart 0:235± 0:007 25 0:185± 0:006 25 1.941 15.58 270
Hepatitis 0:108± 0:011 25 0:096± 0:010 25 2.393 8.48 80
Ionosphere 0:107± 0:005 25 0:106± 0:005 25 5.89 17.77 351
Mushroom 0:000± 0:000 25 0:000± 0:000 25 8.908 53.12 5644
Pima 0:246± 0:005 25 0:248± 0:004 25 2.264 26.29 768
the chess dataset, where the weak hypotheses tended to be relatively dense. Overall,
the relative performance of the GeoLev algorithm is better when the base hypotheses
are sparser, as suggested by the theoretical analysis. The results are summarized in
Figs. 15 and 16, and sample learning curves appear in Figs. 17 and 18.
8. Conclusions and directions for further study
We have interpreted AdaBoost as gradient descent on an exponential potential and
noted that the proofs of AdaBoost’s performance can be re-interpreted as an amor-
tized analysis on this potential. The gradient descent procedure used by AdaBoost is
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Table 3
Generalization error with Naive Bayes and optimal early stopping
Dataset Ada GeoLev Average ‖h‖2 ‖1‖2 Size
Error Round Error Round
Breast 0:025± 0:001 1 0:024± 0:001 2 11.701 24.79 683
Cancer 0:262± 0:008 1 0:261± 0:007 2 4.836 15.78 277
Chess 0:031± 0:001 45 0:058± 0:001 9 14.216 39.97 3196
Cleve 0:176± 0:008 1 0:173± 0:006 3 5.027 16.32 296
crx 0:152± 0:004 3 0:136± 0:004 3 4.750 24.24 653
German 0:246± 0:004 1 0:244± 0:004 2 8.526 30 1000
Glass2 0:189± 0:007 2 0:183± 0:007 5 2.868 12.11 163
Heart 0:164± 0:006 1 0:164± 0:006 1 6.799 15.58 270
Hepatitis 0:090± 0:010 4 0:077± 0:010 6 3.086 8.48 80
Ionosphere 0:091± 0:005 25 0:091± 0:005 25 7.318 17.77 351
Mushroom 0:000± 0:000 10 0:000± 0:000 10 15.672 53.12 5644
Pima 0:244± 0:005 1 0:244± 0:005 1 7.904 26.29 768
Table 4
Generalization error with Con2dence rated decision trees and optimal early stopping
Dataset Ada GeoLev Average ‖h‖2 ‖1‖2 Size
Error Round Error Round
Breast 0:037± 0:002 46 0:033± 0:002 41 18.646 24.79 683
Cancer 0:232± 0:008 2 0:229± 0:008 2 12.210 15.78 277
Chess 0:038± 0:001 50 0:058± 0:001 50 29.622 39.97 3196
Cleve 0:151± 0:007 3 0:149± 0:006 3 14.881 16.32 296
crx 0:131± 0:003 10 0:129± 0:003 48 15.745 24.24 653
German 0:256± 0:004 43 0:249± 0:004 49 18.574 30 1000
Glass2 0:162± 0:007 32 0:160± 0:008 31 8.524 12.11 163
Heart 0:152± 0:007 3 0:146± 0:006 3 13.947 15.58 270
Hepatitis 0:131± 0:012 34 0:150± 0:013 48 5.635 8.48 80
Ionosphere 0:085± 0:004 38 0:083± 0:003 21 12.920 17.77 351
Mushroom 0:000± 0:000 17 0:000± 0:000 44 41.673 53.12 5644
Pima 0:235± 0:004 5 0:235± 0:004 5 21.126 26.29 768
related to standard feasible direction methods from non-linear programming and can be
extended to arbitrary di%erentiable potentials. Using a geometric interpretation of this
process led us to consider a new potential and the resulting GeoLev algorithm.
We obtained bounds on the number of iterations required by GeoLev to achieve
zero sample error using an amortized analysis of its potential function. These bounds
were then related to the generalization error of the 2nal hypotheses using standard
techniques. This analysis led us to the conclusion that GeoLev may perform better than
AdaBoost when the weak learner returns hypotheses with low con2dence on much of
their domain. In fact, this conclusion led us to adapt the speci2cation of weak learners
to include a measure of the sparsity of the hypotheses returned. This is done using a
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pair of dual norms, one on the distribution used by the weak learner and one on the
margins of the hypotheses returned. In the more usual domain, that used in con2dence
rated boosting, the norms used are the 1-norm and the ∞-norm respectively, and the
bounds for AdaBoost are superior. However, when the norms used are both the 2-
norm, the weak hypotheses are more sparse and the bounds for GeoLev are superior.
Similar pairs of dual norms appear in bounds for on-line learning algorithms and it has
been shown that there exists an on-line learning algorithm for each pair of dual norms
[20]. The obvious question is whether or not leveraging algorithms exist for every
pair of dual norms. The close connection between AdaBoost and on-line learning also
raises the question whether there exists an on-line learning algorithm corresponding to
GeoLev.
While the bounds for either algorithm may not be tight, we believe that the di%erence
they imply is qualitatively correct. In fact, in experiments performed using con2dence
rated weak learners, the comparison between AdaBoost and GeoLev supported this
belief. GeoLev was superior to AdaBoost when the weak hypotheses were sparse.
Our potential can be related to recent advances in margin theory and this leads us
to believe that GeoLev may perform well under noise, again this has been born out
by experiments. GeoLev performed signi2cantly better than AdaBoost for low (10%)
noise levels.
The potential function used by GeoLev is not monotonic: its gradient can have
negative components. Therefore, the direction of steepest descent cannot always be
normalized to create a distribution for the weak learner.
We described two ways to solve this problem. The 2rst, constructs a modi2ed sample
by Pipping some of the labels. This solution is mildly unsatisfying as it strengthens
the requirements on the weak learner—the weak learner must now deal with a broader
class of possible targets. In particular, GeoLev cannot be considered to use a PAC weak
learner. Therefore, we also presented a second transformation that does not increase the
requirements on the weak learner. In fact, using this second transformation can actually
improve the eNciency of the leveraging algorithm. One open issue is whether or not
this improvement can be exploited to improve the performance bounds. A second open
issue is to determine the e%ectiveness of these transformations when applied to other
non-monotonic potential functions, such as those considered by Mason et al. [28].
The second transformation led to the GeoArc algorithm that 2ts within the PAC
framework. In this framework, all predictions of the base hypotheses, are equally con-
2dent (i.e. the margin vectors are dense) and we have not been able to show that
GeoArc is a PAC booster. Surprisingly, GeoArc is a strong PAC learning algorithm
if the weak learner produces hypotheses that abstain on many instances, as well as
meeting the weak PAC criterion.
Despite the di%erence in the bounds for GeoLev and AdaBoost in the standard set-
ting, where the base hypotheses are simply {−1;+1} valued classi2ers, our experiments
indicate that they have comparable performance. On the other hand, GeoLev appears
superior in experiments on noisy data or when the weak learner produces sparse hy-
potheses. In practical settings GeoLev may have another advantage over AdaBoost,
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there is a closed form for  for GeoLev, while AdaBoost requires a line search to
choose the optimal  in the con2dence rated setting.
These results give rise to many additional questions. What are good choices of
potential functions for leveraging? In particular, which potentials best protect against
noise? It is possible that some hybrid of the potentials for AdaBoost and GeoLev may
perform well in noisy situations. When leveraging, what is the best way to measure
the performance of the weak learner? It appears that the choice of leveraging algorithm
should depend on the weak learner being used and so a reasonable measure of their
performance is required. Finally, it remains open whether GeoArc is in fact a PAC
boosting algorithm.
Appendix
Lemma A.1. If during an iteration of GeoLev=GeoArc both (d · h)¿0 and ∗=
((g · h)(H ·H) − (g ·H)(H · h))=((g ·H)(h · h) − (H · h)(g · h))¡0 then (g ·H)(h · h)
¡(H · h)(g · h); (g · h)¿0; and (H · h)¿0.
Proof. First, the numerator of ∗ is (g · h)(H ·H) − (g ·H)(H · h)= (d · h), which is
positive by our assumption on the weak hypothesis. Since ∗¡0, the denominator is
negative and (g ·H)(h · h)¡(H · h)(g · h), establishing the 2rst inequality.
As (g ·H) and (h · h) are positive, the 2rst inequality implies that (g · h) and (H · h)
are non-zero and have the same sign. We now show that (g · h)¿0 (establishing the
other two inequalities).
Let  be the new angle as a function of . The weak learner’s edge prevents h from
being parallel to H, so cos()= (g · (H+h))=‖H+h‖2 is a continuous function of .
When =0 we have that cos()= cos()¿0 since (g ·H) is always positive
after the initialization. Examining the 2rst derivative of cos() with respect to  we
see that it has only one real root at ((g · h)(H ·H) − (g ·H)(H · h))=((g ·H)(h · h) −
(H · h)(g · h)), the ∗ value used by GeoLev=GeoArc. The second derivative of cos()
with respect to  evaluated at ∗ is positive (because (g ·H)(h · h)− (H · h)(g · h)¡0)
so ∗ is a minimum (see also the proof of Lemma 1). Since cos() has only this
one critical point, it is increasing in  for all ¿∗. As ∗¡0 (by assumption) and
cos()¿0 when =0, we have that cos() is positive whenever  is positive. How-
ever, for = − (g ·H)=(g · h), the value cos()= 0 (see the proof of Lemma 1).
Therefore −(g ·H)=(g · h) is negative, and (g · h) is positive (recall (g ·H) positive),
completing the proof.
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